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LINEAR ALGEBRA:

The Geometry Toolbox
for Graphics and Modeling

Gerald Farin, Dianne Hansford
Spring 1998

Hardcover, 288 pages
1-56881-074-1 , ca. $48.00

Linear Algebra is the mathematical language of
the geometry essential for describing computer-
model ing, computer graphics, and animation
sys tems.  Progress ing  jud ic ious ly  f  rom two
dimensions to three, this innovative text covers
all major geometric concepts: points and vectors,
lines and planes, maps and matrices, conics and
curves. While the basic theory is completely cov-
ered, the emphasis of the book is not on abstract
proofs but rather on examples and algorithms.

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax.
shipping: In the us, add $5.00 for the first title, $2.00 for each additional tiile.

ln Canada, add $10.00 (air) or $5.00 (surface) for each tiile.

Matrix Algebra
Using MlNlmal MATlab

Joel W. Robbin
1 994

Hardcover, 560 pages
1-56881-024-5, $68.00

This undergraduate text aims to teach mathematical
literacy by providing a careful treatment of set theo-
retic notions and elementary mathematical proofs. lt
gives a complete handling of the fundamental nor-
mal form theorems of matrix algebra. Use of the
computer is fully integrated into Robbin's approach;
not only does the book describe the basic algorithms
in the computer  language MATlab and provide
unique computer  exerc ises,  i t  a lso inc ludes an
accompanying diskette and tutorial manual.
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The Development of Lineor Algebro In portugol

by Notolio Bebiono, university of coimbro
1. Mathematics in Porhrgal: An Overview. Linear Algebra
research in Pornrgal was born in the Department of Mathematics
of the university of coimbra. Founded in 1290, the university
of Coimbra is one of the oldest universities in Europe. Let us
begin by sketching the historical development of mathematics in
Pornrgal.

From its foturdation in 1290 until 1537, the University was
located alternately in coimbra and Lisbon. In general, very lit-
tle is known about academic activity during this period, in par-
ticular, about mathematical studies. There is no evidence for a
strong connection between Pornrguese discoveries and substan-
tial knowledge in the field of mathematics. In 1537, the Univer-
sity moved permanently to Coimbra, and profound changes were
instituted. Distinguished masters taught here, among them the
celebrated mathematician and royal cosmographer Pedro Nunes:

The Libro de Algebra en Arithmetica y Geometria by Pedro
Nunes published in 1567 (in Spanish), is one of the most famous
treatises in the period between the Ars Magna of Cardano ( 1545)
and the Artem Analyticam Isagoge of Vi0ra (1591).

In 1581, the kingdom of Porhrgal lost its independence and
came under the rule of the Spanish kingdom for 60 years. Nunes

died without leaving disciples. Only a single mathematical chair
(which included studies in astronomy) existed in the whole Uni-
versity, ir the faculty of medicine. The chair remained vacant
from l7l2 to 1772 despite the fact that mathematics was con-
sidered "an important science for the benefit of the Kingdom,
and Navigation, and an ornament of the University" ((Iniversity
Statutes, 1612). The mathematical works of this period (most of
them in manuscript form) are predominantly on subjects of ap-
plied mathematics: arithmetic applied to nnancial activities, ge-
ometry applied to fortification, records of astronomical observa-
tions, atlases and maps, and some works on astronomy, naviga-
tion and cartography.

After Nunes, Portuguese scholars seemed to be unaware of
the great mathematical advances of the time. The prominence in
university curricula of traditional subjects, such as rhetoric and
Aristotelian philosophy, reflected the prevailing mentality. From
the beginning of the l6th century the kingdom had been under
the rule of the Inquisition and education was controlled by the
Society of Jesus. In the first half of the 18th century, an evident
desire for change developed in the scientific atmosphere. An
interest in modern scientific trends motivated some Pornrguese
people to go abroad to satisfy their thirst for knowledge.

In 1772, under the rule of King D. Jos6, an impressive uni-
versity reform tookplace. In Coimbra, the Faculty of Mathemat-
ics was created (as well as the Faculty of Philosophy, i.o., natu-
ral sciences). Indeed the 1772 reform marks a turning point in
the history of mathematical education in Portugal. Mathematics
wits placed in an exalted position, and a "University devoid of
the light of mathematics" wils said "to be like a universe without
sun." Accordingly a first year mathematics course in geometry
was compulsory for all University students. Some foreign books
were translated, and (a few) original ones were published. The
training of specialists in mathematics in the new Faculty had a
notable impact. Frei Alexandre de Gouveia, who later became
Bishop of Peking and a member of the Chinese Mathematical
Tfibunal, was one of the first to earn a doctorate after the 1772rc-
form. After the death of King D. Jos6, ths Inquisition developed
new strength, and the university went into decline. There were
several cases of political and religious persecution, and victims
included university members (such as the mathematician Josd
Anastfcio da Cunha).

The isolation of the Portugese mathematical community is
one of the relevant aspects of the 19th century. This commu-
nity and its activity were mostly ignored abroad (ttre 20th cen-
tury would mark the breakdown of this isolation). Deep polit-
ical disturbances (French invasions and the Civil War) affected
university life, resulting in the dispersal of vital members from
mathematical science activities. The Faculty of Mathematics in
Coimbra remained inactive for long periods.
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In 1910 Portugal's potitical regime changed from a monar-

chy to a republic. The universities of Lisbon and oporto (Porto)

were created and, in coimbra, the Faculty of Mathematics and

the Faculty of Natural Philosophy merged into the Faculty of Sci-

ence. During the thirties and forties, new mathematics textbooks

were published and the methods of mathematical teaching in the

Universities were modern rzd.

Dnring the forties there was a period of intense mathemat-

ical activity. In 1937, a reseuch journal of international cali-

bre was created: Portugaliae Mathematica. In Ig4/0_ the Por-

tuguese Mathematical Society wru forurded as well as Gazeta

de MUemdtica, an expository journal for the mathematical com-
munity. unfortunately, a great part of this activity was inter-

rupted for political reasons (from 1926 to I 974 Pornrgal was un-

der a Fascist regime) and most brilliant mathematicians were ex-
pelled ftom their posts and were forced into exile. Such scholars
played an important role in developing mathematics in the coun-
tries where they sougtrt exile-for example, Antonio Monteiro
played a major role in mathematics in Argentina.

Frontispiece (obove) of De Crepuscolis (1U2), from
Prtncipios Mothemoticos by Jos6 Anost6cio do Cunho (l 790),

cf. title-poge (right).
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In the late sixties, important changes in the Pornrguese ed-

ucational system occurred. As a consequence of the so-called
democrcttzatton of education, the number of undergraduate stu-
dents and the number of universities increased, as well as the
number of research centers and PhDs. Several new research ar-
eas were developed and reseilch groups of international stature
were founded. Besides the school of algebra, wo mention
the school of functional analysis and differential equations, the
school of statistics and those of dynamical systems, control the-
ory, numerical analysis, theoretical computer science, and geom-

etry. Most students were encouraged to pursue graduate studies
in other countries, such as England, USA, and France, and some
of them became successful mathematicians, though for various
reasons, there were students who preferred to do graduate work
in Pornrgal. This remains the trend up to the present.

2. The Initiator of Linear Algebra in Portugal. Dr. Lufs
de Albuquerque (1917-1992) was the initiator of the linear al-
gebra research group in Coimbra. Dr. Albuquerque attended the
Universities of Coimbra and Lisbon and obtained his first degree
from the University of Lisbon in 1939, after finishing high school
in Coimbra.
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Until the seventies, most Pornrguese mathematicians ob-
tained their PhD abroad, ord those who earned their doctorate in
Portugal did so without the guidance of a supervisor. Dr. Albu-
querque was a self-made man: he prepared his phD by himself,
and at the same time taught drawing and mathematics more than
thirty hours per week! As a graduate student, Dr. Albuquerque
spent one year in Gottingen, studying probability and statistics
with Konrad Jacob. At the University of Coimbra in 1959, he
presented a thesis entitled On the Theory of Functional Approx-
imalion He received his PhD and after that he was appointed as
an assistant professor. Then he was promoted twice, becoming a
fulI professor in 1966.

Curriculum modernization of undergraduate studies was one
of the main goals of Dr. Albuquerque. In the sixties, he taught al-
gebra and introduced in Coimbra the theory of groups and of lin-
eilr spaces; he taught probability and introduced measure theory.
In a second algebra course, he discussed the theory of matrices.
Topics such as nonnegative matrices and Perron-Frobenius the-
ory were covered, arousing the interest of students in the subject.
Dr. Albuquerque wrote a set of lecture notes for the courses on
analysis (which included elementary mathematical analysis and
multivariate calculus), Monge geometry, probability, etc. Hehad
a strong influence on the mathematical teaching of the second
half of the century in Coimbra. In fact, he carried out innovation
in the curriculum and was a brilliant lecturer.

In 1962, Albuquerque published a monograph entitled Non-
negative Malrices: stochastic Matrices in the Review of theFac-
ulty of Sciences of Coimbra (volume 31). Written in Portuguese,
it was essentially an expository work-remarkably the first one
in the world on this topic. It collected existing results which were
presented in different papers and included some open problems
and and a bibliography. One of these problems (proposed by the
Russian mathematician H. R. Suleimanova) was on the charac-
terizatron of the spectmm of stochastic matrices. This problem
attracted the attention of Graciano Neves de Oliveira (a disciple
of the first generation) and inspired his PhD Thesis ISobre Ma-
trizes Estocdsticas e Duplamente Estocdsticas,224 pp., 19681.

George Styon (eft) qnd Grociono de Oliveiro (right):
Sonto Borboro, l8 June 1981 . (Photo: Yosuko Chikuse.)

Dr. Albuquerque tried hard to promote research in the De-
partment of Mathematics in Coimbra and to create a tradition of
PhD supervision and training of disciples. Wittr his brillance,
creativity, and engaging personality, the program developed. In
1972, Dr. Albuquerque coordinated a research project on Gen-
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eralized MUrix Functions, which included graduate and under-
graduate students. He devoted his efforts to directing graduate
students and developing the linear algebra group.

Luis de Albuquerque
Dr. Albuquerque was a respected teacher, a key figue in the

history of Portuguese culture, ard a great human spirit. His inter-
ests were diverse, among them literature, music, theatre and cin-
ema. Dr. Albuquerque was a scientist of great accomplishment.
In addition to being the founder of the Portugese linear algebra
group, he was a famous cartographer of international standing,
and he worked in the history of science (mainly, on the l5th and
I 6th century European navigations).

3. Linear Algebra Research in Portugal. The linear alge-
bra group in Coimbra expanded to other Portuguese universities
and also to Spain, o.9., to Vitoria. By the late seventies, Dr. Gra-
ciano de Oliveira had been involved in various linear algebra ac-
tivities (seminars, recruitment of good graduate students, coordi-
nation of post-graduate cotuses, etc.). one of his students, Ecl-
uardo Marques de 56, won the Householder Prrze (exoequo) for
the best PhD thesis in numerical linear algebra-the winning ti-
tle; Immersion of Malrices an"d Invarinnt Factors Interlacing.

In the last two decades, there have been many linear alge-
bra events in Portugal. Besides several mini-conferences on the
theory of matrices, the 2rd IIAS Meeting in 1992 took place in
Lisbon. Research in linear algebra has become more and more
active in Portugal. Various graduate students have obtained their
PhD degrees in linear algebra and are now active researchers in
Portugal. One of them, Jose Perdigio Dias da Silva, leads a lin-
ear algebra research group in Lisbon.

The Portuguese linear algebra group has connections with
linear algebra groups in other countries. In Portugal, a great
majority of the students are female (in contrast with other
countries-the situation may seem rather surprising and de-
serves some attention, but that is another story). Linear algebra
in Portugal will certainly continue to grow and contribute to the
linear algebra community throughout the world.
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Badi H. Baltagi:

Econometrics

Reviewed by Shuangzhe Liu

Ecorwmetrics by Badi H. Baltagi lSprinSef, xiv + 398 PP., ISBN

3-540-636I7-X, 1998, $42.001 is a graduate textbook which

treats basic econometric methods and some more advanced top-
ics. It contains fourteen chapters covering Simple and Multi-
ple Regression Analysis, Violations of the Classical Assump-

tions, Distributed Lags and Dynamic Models, General Linear
Model (GLM), Regression Diagnostics and Specification Tests
(RDST), Generalized Least Squares (GLS), Seemingly Unre-
lated Regressions (SUR), Simultaneous Equations Model, Pool-
ing Time-Series of Cross-Section Data, Limited Dependent Vari-
ables (I-DV), and Tlme-Series Models (TSM). GLM, GLS and
SUR make full use of matrix algebra.

Several chapters include results and exercises (based) on ma-
trices. This may be the first book with RDST as an individ-
ual chapter in an economeEics text. The treatment of TSM is
brief-less than seventeen pages (the main material on TSM,
e.8., in Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1998), which is more or less at
the same level, covers about one hundred and thirty pages and
five chapters). The TSM chapter does, howevu, introduce some
newlypopular concepts, o.9., Unit Root, ECR, Cointegration and
ARCH.

This book gives special treatment to selected issues such as
Likelihood Ratio, Watd and Lagrange Multiplier Tests, Frisch-
Waugh Lovell Theorem, Efficiency of Ordinary Least Squares,
and Goodness of Fit Measures (even forLDV), most of which in-
volves matrix algebra. Like many other econometrics texts, the
book gives notes on several widely used computer packages. It
supplies empirical examples (as well as a Numerical Example,

$3.9, independent from an Empirical Example, $3.10) and exer-
cises via using the packages.

It is welcome that the text provides applications of matrices
in statistics and econometrics with practical (case) studies drawn
from recent research publications. The book would benefit, I
thinlq not only students, but also statisticians, econometricians
and other readers. There is a Solutions Manual [viii + 321 pp.,
ISBN 3-540-63896-21 to accompany the textbook. An abstract
and detailed table of contents of the text and the so/utions Man-
ual can be found by visiting http : / /vlw. springer. de.

Reference
Pindyck, Robert S. and Rubinfeld, Daniel L. (1998). Econometric

Modcls and Economic Forecasts . 4th edition, hwin/lvlcGraw-Hill.
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Drago5 Cvetkovii, Peter Rowlinson and

Stobodan Simi6: Eigenspaces of Graphs

Reviewed by Russell Merris

This outstanding book is volume 66 in the series, Encyclope-

dia of Mathematics and Its Applications [Carnbridge University
hess, 1997, viii + 258 pp., ISBN 0-52I-57352-1, $69.951.

Le t  G  -  (V ,E )beag raphw i thve r texse tV  =  {L ,2 , . . . , n }
and edge set .8. Its adjacency matrix A = A(G) is the n x n

matrix whose (f , f )-entry is I if vertices i and i are adjacent,
and 0 otherwise. It is easy to show that adjacency matrices of
G afforded by different numberings (labelings) of its vertices
are permutation similar. Indeed, graphs Gr and Gz arc isomor-
phic if and only if there is a permutation matrix P such that
A(Gr) = P-t,q(Gt)P. It follows, of course, that the spectnlm,
) r > ) z 2

The central theme of spectral graph theory is the relation be-
tween specEal and stnrctural properties of graphs. As evidenced
by two special issues of Lincar an^dMultilinearAlgebra [vol. 28,
no. l-2, 1990 & vol. 39, no. I-2, 19951 and the bibliographies
from the references at the end of this review, spectral graph the-
ory has been a topic of considerable interest over the past three
decades. A tlpical result is the following: Let G be a connected
graph. Then G is bipartite (a stmctural property) if and only if the
nonzero eigenvalues of A(G) occur in * pairs, i.e., ) is an eigen-
value of A(G) of multiplicity k itand only if -.\ is an eigenvalue
ot A(G) of multiplicity &.

Because adjacency matrices can be similar without being
permutation similar, nonisomorphic graphs can afford the same
spectnrm. If, however, along with the eigenvalues we also know
the corresponding eigenvectors, then it is a simple matter to re-
construct A(G) and hence G. This brings us to Eigenspaces of
Graphs.

Notation and terminology are introduced in the first chapter
by means of a brief survey of spectral graph theory with special
emphasis on the limitations of the spectnrm as a graph invari-
ant. While the authors' primary interest is the adjacency spec-
lrum, other graph matrices are touched upon as well. Relation-
ships between eigenvectors and structual properties of graphs
are the topic of Chapter 2, and several eigenvector techniques are
discussed in Chapter 3.

Consider the specral decomposition A(G) = hPt +
pzPz + * ltr Pr , where trll
distinct eigenvalues of , (G) and Pd is the orthogonal projec-
tion of S" onto t(ltr), the eigenspace corresponding to ltr. Let
ai i  = l l  P;(r i )  l l ,  where e;,  I  S i
dered basis vectors of S' . llten p;i = arccos(a;i ) is the angle
between t(p;) and ey. Chapters 4 and 5 address properties of
these "graph angles".
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A "spherical basis" of s' is a set of the form cB : {", : a €
BI, where c is positive and B is an orthonormal basis . A eutac-
tic star in a nontrivial subspace U of f is the orthogonal pro-
jection of cB onto [/. When c - l and B
the vectors P;(ri), 1 S j
s t u r n t ( p ; ) ,  1  S  i  S  r .  A p a r t i t i o n X l  U X z U . . . U X ,
of the vertex set y

S c  -  { P t ( r i ) :  j  €  X ; }  i s a b a s i s  o f  t ( p , ; ) , l  S  i  S  r . I n
thiscase, ^S - Sr USz U...uS" is astar bosis of D'(afforded
by G). Every graph on n vertices affords a star basis. Moreover,
it is possible to associate with each graph a uniqu e canonical star
basis of S' such that two n-vertex graphs are isomorphic if and
only if they afford the same spectnrm and the same canonical star
basis. These and related results (most of which were recently ob-
tained by the authors) form the substance of Chapters 7-8.

Suppose ij and ry ara edges of G while ix and jy ue not.
Let G' be the graph obtained from G by deletin g ij and ry, and
adding fu and iy. Tlren it is easy to see that the perturbed graph
G' has the same degree sequence as G. The effects of this (and
other) perturbations on the spectnrm and angles are addressed
in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 9 contains several miscellaneous
results that do not fit conveniently into any of the earlier chap-
ters. The end material includes tables of angles for the graphs on
n 1 5 vertices and a bibliography listing more than 300 entries.
Designed as an overview of recent research, the book contains
no exercises. Also missing is an index of notation, an inconve-
nience that is minimized by an especially comprehensive index.

References
Biggs, Nonnan (1993). Algebraic Graph Thcory. 2nd Edition,

Cambridge University Press.
Cvetkovt1, Drago5, Bnd Doob, Michael (1985). Developments in

the theory of graph spectra. Linear and Multilincar Algebra 18, 153-
r 8 l .

Cvetkovid, Drago5; Doob, Michael; Gufiran, Ivan, ffid Tor$asev,
Aleksandar (1988). Recent Results in the Tlrcory of Graph Spectra. An-
nals of Dissrete Mathematics, vol. 36, North-Holland.

Cvetkovid, Drago5; Doob, Michael, and Sachs, Horst (1995). Spec-
tra of Graplu: Tlrcory and Applicaions. 3rd Edition, Johann Anbro-
sius Barth Verlag, Heidelberg.

Biswa Nath Datta:

Numerical Linear Algebra and Applicotions

Reviewed by James R. Bunch

This excellent book [Brooks/Cole, xxii + 680 pp., ISBN 0-534-
17466-3 I on numerical linear algebra is very well-written and
contains a plethora of interesting applications. The applications
come from engineering, physics, chemistry, statistics, business,
and the biological and biomedical sciences. There are also nu-
merous exarnples throughout the text illustrating every algorithm
and every situation.

When solving problems in science and engineering the very
last step is usually the solution of a system of consistent linear
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equations, the least-squares solution of a system of inconsistent
linear equations, the solution of an eigenprobloffi, or of a singu-
lar value problem. These topics come under the heading of lin-
ear algebra; when solving these problems on a computer these
topics come under the heading of numcrical linear algebra.

The book covers all the topics commonly associated with nu-
merical linear algebra:

chapter l: A Review of Required Linear Algebra concepts
Chapter 2: Floating-Point Numbers and Errors in Computation
Chapter 3: Stability of Algorithms and Conditioning of Problems
Chapter 4: Numerically Effective Algorithms & Mathematical Software
Chapter 5: Some Useful Transfonnations in Numerical Linear Algebra
Chapter 6: Nunrerical Solutions of Linear Systems
Chapter 7: I*ast-Squares Solutions to Linear Systems
Chapter 8: Nrunerical Matrix Eigenvalue Problems
Chapter 9: The Generalized Eigenvalue Problem
Chapter l0: The Singular Value Decomposition
Chapter l1: A Taste of Roundoff Error Analysis

There are also appendices giving an introduction to Mat-
lab and computer programs in Matlab. Each chapter ends with
a review and a summary, followed by numerous exercises. In
the preface, suggestions are given for using the book in a one-
semester or one-quarter undergraduate course, a beginning grad-
uate course, or a one-semester course for engineetrs.

Several numerical linear algebra textbooks have appeared in
the last few years. This is the one that I have been using for the
past three years in our one-quarter undergraduate (upper divi-
sion) course in numerical linear algebra (Math 170A). In general,
I follow the topics suggested in the one-quiuter undergraduate
course, but I do them in a different order. I prefer to discuss per-
turbation theory and conditioning first, before introducing com-
puter arithmetic, as perturbation theory and conditioning is fun-
damental and is independent of whether one uses finite or infinite
precision arithmetic. Then I introduce finite precision arithmetic
and the stability of algorithms.

I start the first day with two examples, one showing that a
small change in the right-hand side can cause a large change in
the solution, and the other showing that one can have a small
residual but a bad approximate solution. I use these as motiva-
tion for the next few weeks. Then I cover the topics in this order:

(1) Review: 1.1-l .4, 1.7
(2) Pernrbation theory and conditioning: 6.64.7
(3) Floating point nunbers: 2.1-2.3
(4) Stability of algorithms: 3.1-3.4
(5) Linear equations: 5.1-5 .3, 6.1-6.5
(6) I-east squares: 1.4.2, 1.8, 5.4, 5.6, 7 .l:7 .8
(7) Eigensystems : 8. l-8.9
(8) Singular values: 10.1-10.3, 10.8, 10.9.1

My only criticism is that there is too much material in the
book for a one-quarter or one-semester undergraduate course. A
smaller (hence cheaper) edition covering only the material suit-
able in an undergraduate course would be very useful.

Overall, Biswa Datta has made an excellent presentation of
numerical linear algebra in his very readable and interesting
book. I find it to be the best book on the market at this time for
an undergraduate course in numerical linear algebra.
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New & Forthcoming Books on Lineor Algebro & Reloted Topics: 
.|997-1999

Listed here are some new and forttrcoming books on linear al-
gebra and related topics that have been published in 1997 or in
1998, or are scheduled for publication in 1998 or in 1999. This
list updates and augments our previous list rn Image 20 (April
1998), +7. The references to CMp = Current Mathematical
Publications and MR = Mathematical Reviel4ls were found us-
ing Math S ciNet and to hl = Ze nt r alb lut ftir M alh ematil(A[ ATH
DAabase by visiting http z / /vtvttar. emis . de / cgt-bin/MATl{

(three ftee hits are allowed for non-subscribers).

Althaus, G. Winter & Spedicato, E., eds. (1998). Algorithms for
I-arge Scale Linear Algebraic Systems: Applications in Science and En-
gineering. Proceedings, Gran Canaria, Spain, June 23 - July 6, 1996.
NAIO ASI Series C (Mathematics and Physical Sciences), vol. 508.
Kluwer Academic, viii + 4@ pp., ISBN O-79234975-X,ISSN 025E-
2023 [Zbt 8E9.ooo27l.

Boldin, M. V.; Simonova, G. I. & Tlurin, Yu. N. (1997). Srgn-
based Methods in Linear Statistical Modcls. Translated from the Rus-
sian by D. M. Chibisov. Translations of Mathematical Monograpbs, vol.
162. AMS, xii + 234 pp., ISBN 0-8218-0371-9 [MR 9Ef:62189, Zbl
873.620r,41.

Borghesani, Craig. Linear Algebra. Mathematics Series. PWS,
ISBN 0-534-95249-6, in press.

Brezinski, Claude (1997 ) . P roj e ct ion M ethods fo r Syslerns of Eq ua -
tions. Shrdies in Computational Mathematics, vol. 7. Elsevier. vii + 400
pp., ISBN 0 | | l-82777-3 [CMP I 616 573,2b1980.063551.

Cameron, Peter J. (1998). Introduction to Algebra Orford Science
Publications. Oxford University Press, x + 295pp., ISBN O- I 9-t5O I 94-
3 ; 0- I 9-8501 95-l Vb1980.205941.

Cartier, Pierre & Chevalley, Catherine, eds. ( t 997 | Clar.de
Chevalley Collected Worlcs, Vol. 2: Thc Algebraic Tlr.on of Spuwrs
and CliffordAlgebras. with a Posdace by J.-P. Borngurtrmn SJrn3a.
xiv + 214 pp., ISBN 3-540-57063-2 [CMP 1 636 473. Zhl 970 o6t70l

Castillo, Enrique; Cobo, Angel; Jubete, Franciseo & Pruru|1 Eva
(1998). Orthogonal Sers and Polar Methods in Lineor Alghm Appli-
catiotu to Matrix Calculaions, Systems of Equatioru, lrcqul$irt. atd
Linear Programming. Wiley, 425 pp., ISBN 04713-2ts'9-t. rn prcis
(expected November I 998).

Christensen, Ronald (1997). Log-linear Modck ard l.ogrstv Re.
gression. 2nd edition. Springer Texts in Statistics. Sprngcr. ly + 4t3
pp. ISBN 0-387-98247-7 [CMP I 633 357, Zbl 880 620?31

Cloud, Michael J. & Drachman, Byron C. (199t) lrcgualuvs'
Wth Applicaions to Engineering. Springer, viii + I5O pp . ISBN O-3t7-
9840+6 ICMP | 622 226].

Cohen, Joel L.; Kempennan, J. & Zbilganu, Gh. ( l99t). Compr-
isoru of Stochastic Matrices with Applicaioru in Information Tlvon,
Statistics, Economics an^d Population Sciences. Birkhluser. viii + 158
pp.: ISBN 0-8 176 4082-7 .

Coriand, Andrea (1997). Verfahrenf,r Diinnbesetzte Lineare Sys-
teme. In Gerrran. DlR-Forschungsberichf vol. 97 -31 . Deutsche
Forschrurgsanstalt fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt, 162 pp. [CMP I 617 150J.

de Olazdbal, Juan Manuel (1998). Procedimientos Simbdlicos en
Algebra Lineal. In Spanish. With a prologue by Juan Miguel Gracia

Melero. Servicio de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Cantabriq San-

tander, xviii + 2E7 pP., ISBN 84-8102-1954 [CMP | 6?5 356].

Dietrich, Volker; Habetha, Klaus & Jank, Gerhard, eds. (1998).

CIiffo rd Al g eb ras ard. Tlrc ir Applic at ion in M athematical Phy s ic s : P ro -

ceedings of the 4th Cor{erefice, Aachen, Germany, May 2A31, 1996.

Fundamental Theories of Physics, vol . 94. Kluwer Academic, xxxii +

44t pp,ISBN 0-7923-5037-5 [CMP | 6n 070, 2b1889.0002U.

Dongarra, Jack J.; Duff, Iain S.; Sorensen, Danny C. & van der
Vorst, Henk A. Numerical Linear Algebrafor High-Performance Corn-
puters. Software, Envir,onmen! and Tools, vol. 7. SIAM, approx. 400
pp., ISBN 0-89871 -4?f.1, in press (expected November 1998).

Douglas, Ronald G. (1998). Banach Algebra Techniques in Oper-
ator Theory. 2nd edition. Graduate Texts in Mathematics, vol. 179.
Springer, xd + 194 pp., ISBN 0-387-98377-5 ICMP | 634 904, Zbl
9E0.279401

Draper, Norman R. & Smith, Harry (1998). Applied Regression
Analysis. 3rd Edition. Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics: Texts
and References Section. Wiley, xx + 706 pp., ISBN 047l-17082-8

lcMP | 614 335, Zbl 9E0.202631.

Duff, Iain; Gould, Nick; Douglas, Craig & Giraud, Luc, eds.
(1997). Direct Methods, Linear Algebra in Optimizotion, Iterative
Methods: Proceedings of the Worlulwp on Direct Methods, Septem-
ber 2fu29, 1995; the Wort*lwp on Linear Algebra in Optimization,
April 22-25, 1996; and the Worlqhop on lterative Methods, fwne 1A
13, 1996, held inToulowe ut part of the Intemational Linear Algebra
Year (IIAY). BIf, vol. 37., pp. i-ii and 473:169 [MR 98f:65005].

Gentle, James E. (1998). Nwnerical Linear Algebra for Applica-
tions in Statistics. Statistics and Computing. Springer, xiv + 221pp.,
ISBN 0-3879-8542-5 (H) tCMp I 63E 7911.

Grosse-Erdmann, Karl-Goswin (1998). The Blocking Techniquc,
Weighted Mean Operarors and Hardyb Inequality. I-ecture Notes in
Mathematics, vol. 1679. Springer, x * 114 pp., ISBN 3-540-63902-0
lcMP I 611 89E, Zbl 980.01382J.

Grosshans, Frank D. (1997). Algebroic Homogeneous Spaces and
Invariant Tlwory. l-ecture Notes in Mathematics, vol. 1673. Springer,
vi + 148 pp., ISBN 3-540-63628-5 [CMP I 489 234,Z;b|886.14020].

Gunawardena, Ananda D. & Deeba, Elias Y. (1998). Interactive
Linear AlgebraWith Maple V: A Complete Sofiware Package for Doing
Linear Algebra. Textbooks in Mathematical Sciences. Springer, xiii +
3r7 pp. ISBN 0-387 -982a0,-){ [Zbl 980.28n3].

Gnrlebeck, Klaus & Sproessig, Wolfgang (1997). Quarternionic
ard Cliford Calculw for Physrcrsrs and Engircers. Wiley, 365 pp.,
ISBN O47t-9620-O IZbt 970.515531.

Gustafson, Karl E. (1998). I*ctures on Computational Fluid Dy-
natnics, Mathematical Physics, ard Linear Algebra. Edited and with a
foreword by T. Abe and K. Kuwahara. With comments by T. Abe, K.
Kuwahara, Izuni Ojima and Mitsuharu Otani. World Scientific, x + 169
pp., ISBN 981-02-3213-6 [CMP 1 609 640].

Hartfiel, Darald J. (1998). MarIc,ov Set-Chains. Lecture Notes in
Mathematics, vol. 1695. springer, viii + l3l pp,, ISBN 3-5N-&7759.

Hubbard, John H. & Hubbard, BarbaraBurke (1998). Vector Calcu-
lus, Linear Algebra and Dtfferefiiol Forms; A Unified Approach^ Pren-
tice Hall, 608 pp., ISBN 0-1365-7446-7,
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John, Peter W. M. (1998). Statistical Design an^d the Anntysis of
Experiments. Classics in Applied Mathematics, vol. 22. SIAM, xxiv +
356 pp., ISBN 0-89871-427-3 [cMP | 639 Tzt,Zbl 980.35762].

Johnson, Richard A. & Wichern, Dean w. (1998). Apptied Mul-
tivariate Statistical Analysis. Fourth Edition. Prentice Hall ,7M pp.,
ISBN: 0-13-834194-X.

Katerinochkina N. N. (1997). Methods for the Separation of a
Maximal Joint Subsystem of a System of Linear Inequalities. In Rus-
sian. Soobshcheniya po Prikladnoj Matematike, Vychislitel'nyj Tsentr
RAN, 16 pp. IZbl980.105251.

Khuri, Andrd I.; Mathew, Thomas & sinha, Bimal K. (199E). sta-
tistical Tests for Mixed Linear Models. tWiley Series in Probability and
Statistics: Applied Section. Wiley, xvi + 352 pp.,ISBN 0-471-15653-l
lcMP l 601 351, 2bt980.135581.

Lang, Bruno (1997>. Effiziente Orthogonal Transformationen bei
der Eigen- und Singukirwertberechnung. In Gennan. FB Mathematik,
x + 163 pp. [Zbl885.65M0]

Latouche, G. & Ramaswarri Y. Introduction to Matrix Analytic
Methods in Stochastic Modcling. ASA-SIAM Series on Statistics and
Applied Probability. SIAM, approx. 350 pp. ISBN 0-8987l-425-7 , n
press (expected February 1999).

Lindsey, Jartes K. (1997). Applying Gencralized Linear Modcls.
Springer Texts in Statistics. Springer, xiii + 256 pp., ISBN 0-387-
98218-3 Vbl 883 .620741.

l.ounesto, Pertti (1997). Clifford Algebras ard Spircrs. l,ondon
Mathematical Society l-ecnre Note Series, no. 239, Carnbridge Uni-
versity Press, ix + 306 p., ISBN 0-521-59916-4 [MR 98k:15M5, Zbl
887. ls029l.

Marques de 56, Eduardo (1998). Interlacing Problems for Invari-
ant Factors. Textos de Matemdtica, S6rie B, no. 2. Departarnento de
Matemdtica, Universidade de Coimbra, iv + 44pp.[CMP | 6227321.

Miller, Rupert G., Jr. (1997). Bqord AIIOUA: Basics of Applied
Statistics. Chapman and Hall Texts in Statistical Science Series, Chap-
man and Hall, xviii +317 pp., ISBN 0412-07011-l IZbl 885.620811.

Moore, Hal G. & Yaqub, Adil (1998). A First Course in Linear AI-
gebra with Applicaiorc. 3rd edition. Academic Press, xvi + 752 pp.,
ISBN 0-12-505760-r [CMP l 631 193].

Nabebitr, A.A. (1997). Analytical Geornetry an^d Linear Algebra:
Compulsory Homsv+,ork and Examples of Solution. In English. Moscow
Power Engineering Institute, 60 pp. I2b186E.150031.

Nabebin, A. A. (1997). Linear Algebra. In English. Moscow
Power Engineering Institute, 130 pp. [Zbl 868.15002J.

Nencka, Hanna & Bornguignon, Jean-Pierre, eds. (1997). Geom-
etry an"d Nature: In Memory of W. K. Clffird. A Conference on Nav
Tren"ds in Geometrical an^d Topological Methods, Jtily 3bAugrnt 5,
1995, Madcira, Portugal. Contemporary Mathematics, vol. 203, AMS,
xvi + 296 pp., ISBN 0-8218-0607-6 [MR 97k:0OO24,Zbl864.00055].

Pindych Robert S. & Rubinfeld, Daniel L. (1998). Econometric
Modcls and Economic Forecasts. Irwin/tlcGraw-Hill, xx + 634 pp.,
ISBN 0-079r-3292-8.

Rao, C. Radhakrishna & Rao, M. Bhaskara (1998). Matrix Algebra
an^d lts Applicarioru to Statisfics and Econometrics. World Scientific,
xix + 535 pp., ISBN 981-02-3268-3.

Ryro, Thomas P. (1997). Modcm RegressionMethods. With disk.
Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics: Applied Section. Wiley, xk
+ 515 pp., ISBN 0471-52912-5 [MR 9Tk:62002,2b1885.62074].

Sarkar, Thpan K.; Hu, F. D.; Huq Y. B. & Wicks, M. (199E). Real
Time Approximation of a Function by a Swn of Complex Eryoncntials:
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Utilizing the Matrix Pencil Approach. World Scientific, 300 pp., ISBN
9-8102-t8t9-2.

Schmidt, Karsten & Trenkler, Gotz (1998). Modernc Matrix-
Algebra: Mit Anwendungen in der Statistik In Gerrran. Springer, xi
+ 247 pp., ISBN 3-540.&194-7.

Solow, Daniel (1998). Thc Kqs to Linear Algebra:Applications,
Thcory, an^d Reasonrng. Books Unlimited,548 pp.JsBN 0-9644 -51921.

Sontag, Eduardo D. (1998). Mathematical ControlTlrcory: Deter-
ministic Finite Dimensional Systems. Znd edition. Texts in Applied
Mathematics, vol. 6. Springer, xvi + 531 pp., ISBN 0-387-98489-5,
ISSN 0939-2475 [Zbr 9E0.280231.

Sparse Matrices In Industry. Papers from the 2nd Symposium on
Ncn, Techniques for the Treatment of Sparse Matrices for In"dustrial
Problems held at the Universitd des Sciences et Technologies de Lille,
Lille, April 2a29, 1997 (1998). Numerical Algorithms, vol. 16 (l).
Baltzer Science, vi + 94 pp. ICMP | 623 6nl.

Special Issue: R. C. Tlnmpson 1931-1995 (1997). Linear and
Multilinear Algebrq vol. 43, no. l-3,326 pp., ISSN 0308-1087 lzbl
885.000381.

Springer, Tony lTonny Albert] (1998). Linear Algebraic Groups.
Znd Edition. Progress in Mathematics, vol. 9. Birkhiiuser, x+334 pp.,
ISBN 0-8176402r-5.

Srivastava, Hari M. & Rassias, Themistocles M., eds. Annlytic and
Geometric Inequalities and. Thcir Applications. Kluwer, in press (ex-
pected 1999).

Shang, Gilbert (1998). Introduction to Linear Algebra. 2nd Edi-
tion. Wellesley-Cambridge Press, vii + 503 pp., ISBN 0-9614-0885-5.

Stang, Gilbert (1998). Linear Algebra an"d hs Applicatioru. 4th
Edition. Harconrt Brace College Publishers, ISBN 0-03-010567-6, in
press (expected December 1998).

SEang, Gilbert & Borre, Kai (1997). Linear Algebra, Geodesy, ond
GPS. Wellesley-Cambridge Press, xvi + 6U pp.,ISBN 0-9614-0E86-3.

Szirtes, Thomas (1998). Applied Dimensional Analysis and. Mod-
eling. With a chapter on mathematical preliminaries by Pdl R6zsa.
McGraw-HiU, xxv + 790 pp., ISBN 0-07-0628114.

Verbeke, Geert & Molenberghs, Geert eds. (1997). Linear Mixed
Modcls in Practice: A SAS-oriented Approach. I-ecture Notes in Statis-
tics, vol. 126. Springer, xiii + 306 pp., ISBN 0-387-98222-l [ZbI
882.620641

Voiculescu, Dan-Virgil, ed. (1997). Free Probability Theory: Pa-
pers from the Worl<shop on Random Matrices ond Operator Algebra
Free Products held during the Special Year on Operuor Algebra at the
Fields Institute for Research in Mathematical Sciences, Waterloo, ON,
March 1995. Fields Institute Comrnunications, vol. I 2. AMS, vii + 312
pp., ISBN 0-E2l E-0675-0 [MR 97 9:46OO2, Zbl 859.000251.

Vonesh, Edward F. & Chinchilli, Vernon M. (1997\. Linear and
Nonlinear Modcls for the Analysrs of Repealed Me(Nuremenrs. Includes
one disk. Statistics: Textbooks and Monographs, vol. 154. Marcel
Dekker, xfr + 560 pp. ISBN 0-8247 -8248-8 [Z,b1970.299711.

Wright, Donald I. Introduction to Linear Algebra. McCnaw-Hill,
ISBN 0-07-072098-3, in press.

Zieschang, Heiner (1997>. LineareAlgebra un^d Geornetrie. lnGer-
man. Matbematische l-eiff?iden. Teubner, ix + 654 pp., ISBN 3-519-
02230-3 IMR 98j :5 I 002, Zbl 97 0.0925 8].

Zrnmtlhl, Rudolf & Falh Sigurd (1997). Matrizen und ihre Anwen-
dungen. l, GrundhSen. Fiir Ingenieure, Physiker un^d Angewandte
Mathematikcr. [n Gerrran. 7th Edition. Springer, xiv + 496 pp., ISBN
3 -s 40,-61 436-2 lzbr 859. 1 500 I I .



BILINEAR ALGEBRA
An lntroduction to the Algebraic Theory of Quadratic Forms
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume 7

Kazimierz Srymiczek

Giving an easily accessible elementary introduction to the algebraic theory of quadratic
forms, this book covers both \(/itt's theory and Pfister's theory of quadratic forms.

Leading topics include the geometry of bilinear spaces, classification of bilinear spaces

up to isometry depending on the ground field, formally real fields, Pfister forms, the \Uitt

1ng of an arbitrary field (characteristic two included), prime ideals of the \fitt ring, Brauer
group of a field, Hasse and \')Vitt invariants of quadratic forms, and equivalence of fields

with respect to quadratic forms. Problem sections are included at the end of each chapter.
There are two appendices: the first gives a treatment of Hasse and \Uitt invariants in the
language of Steinberg symbols, and the second contains some more advanced problems

in '10 groups, including the u-invariant, reduced and stable r')Vitt rings, and Witt equivalence
of fields.

1997 . 496pF . Cloth ISBN 90-5699-076-4. US$84 / 055 I ECU70. Gordon and Breach

MULTILINEAR ALGEBRA
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume B

Russell Merris

The prototypical multilinear operation is multiplication. Indeed, every multilinear mapping can be
factored through a tensor product. Apart from its intrinsic interest, the tensor product is of fundamen-

tal importance in a variety of disciplines, ranging from matrix inequalities and group representation
theory to the combinatorics of symmetric functions, and all these subjects appear in this book.

Another attraction of multilinear algebra lies in its power to unify such seemingly diverse topics. This
is done in the final chapter by means of the rational representations of the full linear group. Arising as

characters of these representations, the classical Schur polynomials are one of the keys to unification.

1997 . 396op. Cloth ISBN 90-5699-078-0 . US$90 / 059 / ECU75 . Gordon and Breach

ADVANCES IN ALGEBRA AND MODEL THEORY
Algebra, Logic and Applications, Volume I

Edited by M. Droste and R. Gobel

Contains 25 surveys in algebra and model theory all written by leading exp€rts in the field. The surveys are
based around talks given at conferences held in Essen, 1994, and Dresden, 1995. Each contribution is written
in such a way as to highlight the ideas that were discussed at the conferences, and also to stimulate open
research oroblems in a form accessible to the whole mathematical communily.

The topics include field and ring theory as well as groups, ordered algebraic structure and their relationship to
model theory. Saneral papers deal with infinite permutation groups, abelian groups, modules and their relatives

and representations. Model theoretic aspects include quantifier elimination in skew fields, Hilberts 17th problem,
(aleph-0)-categorical structures and Boolean algebras. lv\oreover symmetry questions and automorphism groups of

orders are covered.

1997 . 500pp o Cloth ISBN 90-5699-101-9 o US$95 I L62 lECU79 o Gordon and Breach
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by Thomas Szirtes

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1998; ISBN: 007-062811-4
815 pages, 200 illustrations, 250 * worked-out examples and case studies; US$99.95
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With a most creative use of linear algebra - specifically matrix

arithmetic - this book presents the "dimensional method', which is

an enorrnously potent tool in design, analyses and tests of

engineering and scientific systems and products. The method is

also efficient in forming relations among variables by non-analyic
means, in verifuing analyical formulas, and in the logistics of
graphical presentations of multivariable relations.

The most important application of the dimensional method,
however, is model experimentation, for which the determination of
case-specific Model l^aws and Scale Factors are mandatory. These
laws and factors are all based on dimensionless variables. The
book presents a highly elegant and fast method, based on matrix
algebra, by which dimensionless variables are generated, and the
relevant Model Laws and Scale Factors easily determined.

This in-depth landmark reference work also includes over 250
numerical examples and case-studies drawn from the theory and
practical utilisation of dimensional method in applied science,
engineering, biomechanics, astronomy, geometry and economics.

Did you know that the more the air in a soap bubble, the
smsller its internal pressure?

Did you know that a man 100 %
taller than a child, walks 'most

comfortably' a mere 41.4 "h faster? Did you know that the distonce 'a,' of a material point to
a large plate has no effect on the gravitational force F

that the plate imparts on the material point?

These startling facts are all true, as you can easily convince yourself
without any analysis, only by some nice matrix arithmetic

explained fully in
APP!.IED DIMENSIONAT ANATYSIS AND I,\ODEIING.

II-AS5.SAIvI
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Fourth Workshop on
Numerical Ranges and Numerical Radii

Madisor, Wisconsin, USA: June I-2, 1998

Report by Chi-Kwong Li

The fourth workshop on "Numerical Ranges and Numerical
Radii" was held on June l-2, 1998, in conjunction with the Sev-
enth International Linear Algebra Conference, June 34, 1998,
dedicated to Hans Schneider. The workshop took place on the
ninth floor of Van Vleck Hall of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, which has a magnificent view of beautiful Lake Men-
dota.

The one-and-a-half day meeting began with an opening re-
mark by the local organizer, Richard Brualdi, who is also the
Chair of the Department of Mathematics of the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Then fourteen talks were given in three
sessions with coffee breaks sponsored by the International Lin-
ear Algebra Society. The meeting ended around noon, June 2, af-
ter a closing remark by Hans Schneider. There were about three
dozen participants for the workshop and a workshop photo (be-
low) was taken around noon on Monday, June 1. Unfortunately,
some participants from Europe were not included in the work-
shop photo due to delayed arrivals caused by the bad weather in
the New York area on June 1.

The participants at the fourth workshop on "Numerical
Ranges and Numerical Radii" were: T. Ando, Holansei Gakuen
University, Sapporo; Olga Azenhas, University of Coimbra; A.
Berman, Technion, Haifa; R. A. Brualdi (organizer), Univ. of

lmoge; No, 2l

Wisconsin-Madison; B. Cain, Iowa State University, Ames; M.
T. Chien, Soochow University; C. Davis, LJniv. of Toronto; L.
M. DeAlba, Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa; J. Dias da
Silva, Univ. of Lisbon; Antonio Leal Duarte, IJniv. of Coim-
bra; D. Farenick, Univ. of Regina; M. Fiedler, Praha, Czech
Republic; C. R. Johnson, College of William and Mry; Yueh-
er Kuo, Univ. of Tennessee-Knoxville; Tom Laffey, Univer-
sity College Belfield; C. K. Li (organizer), College of William
and Mty; Raphael Loewy, Tlrchnion, Haifa; John Maroulas,
Nationd Technical University, Athens, Greece; R. McEachin,
LJniv. of the West Indies; Dobovisek Mirko, Univ. of Ljubljana;
H. Nakazato, Hirosaki University; K. Okubo, Hokkaido lJniv.
of Education; Andre Ran, Vrije Universiteit; L. Rodman, Col-
lege of William and Mry; H. Schneider, Univ. of Wisconsin-
Madison; Fernando C. Silva, Univ. of Lisbon; V/asin So, Sam
Houston State University; I. Spitkovsky, College of William and
Mry; B. S. Tam, Tamkang University; T. Y.Tam, Auburn Uni-
versity; P. Y. Wu, National Chiao Tbng University; David Yopp,
Idaho State University; Xingdi Zlran, Peking University; and
Hongdrng Atou, LJniv. of Regina.

Similar to the previous three meetings, participants ex-
changed many ideas, results and problems on the subject in a
very friendly atmosphere. Furthermore, it was announced that
there will be a special session on Numerical Ranges, organrzed
by Pei-Yuan Wu [pynrtrcce .nctu . edu. tw], in the International
Conference on Mathematical Analysis and its Applications to
be held in Taiwan, January 17-21, 2000. The Fifth Work-
shop on Numerical Ranges and Numerical Radii will be orga-
nrzel by John Maroulas, National Technical University, Athens

[maroulas@math. ntua. gr], itt Greece, June 2000.

kforts on Meetings Atten"fef
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The "Hans Schneider Linear Algebra" Conference

Seventh ILAS Conference

Madisotr, Wisconsin, USA: June 3-6, 1998

Report by Richard A. Brualdi

The Seventh Conference of the International Linear Algebra So-
ciety (ILAS) was held at the University of Wisconsin (UWF
Madison in Madison, Wisconsin on June 3{, 1998. All of the
scientific sessions were held in E. B. Van Vleck Hall, the home of
the Department of Mathematics. The conference was dedicated
to Hans Schneider in recognition of his enormous contributions
to linear algebra and the linear algebra community.

The number of conference participants was 2I2 (cf. photo
on pp. 14-15) representing 25 different countries. There were
12 invited speakers each of whom gave a very stimulating and
well-presented lecture; many of the lectures described the con-
tributions of Hans Schneider to different parts of linear alge-
bra. On Wednesday, June 3, the first TI A5-t Ar{ lecture (spon-
sored by Elsevier Science, Inc.) was given by Carl de Boor of
IIw-Madison on the topic "Linear algebra issues in approxima-
tion theory." This special lecture was followed by a lavish recep-
tion in the 9th floor conference room of Van Vleck Hall, with a
wonderful panoramic view of Madison and its lakes. In addi-
tion, there were 8 invited minisymposia feanrring nearly 60 talks.
Over 100 contributed talks were presented, covering almost all
aspects of linear algebra. The conference was noteworthy for the
mixture of core linear algebraists, numerical linear algebraists,
and applied and computational linear algebraists present. All
registered participants were given a high quality, multi-purpose
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shoulder bag featuring the ILAS logo and'ttle words "The

Hans Schneider Linear Algebra Conference." An ILAS Business
meeting was held during the afternoon of Thursday, June 4.

A gala banquet wits held at the LlW-Madison Memorial

Union on Friday evening, June 5, with 200 partygoers present.

Following a delicious dinner, there were tributes to Hans Schnei-
der given by Richard A. Brualdi, David H. Carlson, Richard S.
Varga, and John Todd. Daniel Hershkowitz presented Hans with
a preliminary version of the issue of the Electronic Journol of
Lirrcar Algebra (ELA) that is being dedicated to Hans. In addi-
tion, a tribute to Hans's wife Miriam was given by Richard A.'s
wife Mona, and flowers were presented to Miriam. All of Hans's
children Barbara, Peter, and Michael (and Barbara's son David)
were at the banquet and a family tribute was given by Peter. The
evening closed with remarks and thanks by Hans. A disposable
camera was placed on each of the tables, and a photo album is be-
ing constructed to give to Hans as a remembrance of the meeting.

On Saturday afternoon, June 6, there was an excursion to
the House on the Rock in nearby Spring Gr@n. Participants
were treated to a remarkable house and an anazing collection
of 'tnimaginables" including a not-to-be-believed carousel. It
took nearly three hours to wander the 2 ln miles througb the
connected rooms containing the collection.

A sperial issue of Lincar Algebra and lts Applications
(LAA), edited by B. Cain, B. N. Datta, M. Goldberg, U. Roth-
blum, and D. Szyld, containing papers from the conference will
be dedicated to Hans Schneider. Funding for the conference was
given by the National Science Foundation and the Instihrte for
Mathematics and its Applications (IMA) in Minnesota througtr
its Participating Instituti on Conference Fund.

b'rom lefi to /igtrt. Jochen Werner George Styon, Fuzhen Zhong, Chi-kwong Li, Steve Kirklond, ond Steve leon.
lmoge Editoriol Boord lunch, Modison, Wisconsin: June 4, 1998. (Photo vio Chi-Kwong Li.)
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ILAS Conference, Mqdlson, Wlsconsln: June 3-6, lggg.
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Western Canada Linear Algebra Meeting
Victoria, British Columbia: July 30-31, 1998

Report by Stephen J. Kirkland

The Western Canada Linear Algebra Meeting (WCLAM) pro-
vides an opportunity for mathematicians in western Canada
working in linear algebra and related fields to meet, present some
of their recent research, and exchange ideas in an informal at-
mosphere. The WCLAM in Victoria was the fourth in the ongo-
ing series: previous meetings were held in Regina (1993), Leth-
bridge (1995) and Kananaskis Village (1996).

There were 37 puticipants at the Victoria meeting, and while
many were from WCLAI\{'s natural base in western Canada, the
meeting also attracted people from Australia, Greece, Holland,
Poland, and the U.S.A. The program feamred two invited talks
by Stephen Boyd and Jennifer Seberry, as well as lectures by H.
Bart, T. BhattacharyyU R. Craigen, J. Drew, R. Edwatds, S. Fal-
lat, D. Farenick, C-H. Guo, R. Hryniv, H. Kharaghani, P, Lan-
caster, J. Muldowney, P. Psarrakos, B. Watson, and K. Wood.
The presentations spanned a number of reseuch areas, includ-
ing matrix theory, operator theory, linear algebra, combinatorics,
matrix functions, designs, differential equations, optimization,
and Markov chains. In addition to the talks, there was also an
informal open-problem session.

The organizing committee is happy to thank both the Univer-
sity of Victoria and the Pacific Insdnrte for the Mathematical Sci-
ences for providing partial support for the meeting. In light of t}te
level of interest displayed at the Victoria gatheriog, a WCLAIvI
in 2000 is being contemplated.
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Zhang Jia Jie, Hunan, China: August 8-I3,1998

Report by Fuzhen Zhang

The Third Chinese Conference on Matrix Theory and Applica-
tions was hetd on August 8-13, 1998, rn ZJtang Jia Jie, Hunan
Province, China. The Welcome Reception was presided over by
Professor E. X. Jiang (Chairman of the Chinese Linear Algebra
Society) and by Professor J. S. Li and Professor L. P. Huang.

The conference feanued fifteen 45-minutes talks by Profes-
sors T. Ando (Japatr), H. L. Che[, L. P. Huang, E. X. Jiang, G.
Y. Lei, T. G. Ler, J. S. Li, Z. Li (USA), J. Z. Liu, X. P. Liu, M.
X. Peng, B-S Thm (Thiwan), S. J. Yang, X. Zltan, and F. Ztang
(USA), followed by presentations in parallel sessions on Matrix
Algebra, Matrix Computation, and Combinatorial Matrix The-
ory. There were 85 papers submitted to the conference, and 45
were published as the Proceedings of the Conference in Vol. 18,
No. 3, 1998, of the Hurwn Annals of Malhematics (ISSN 1006-
8074).

This Third Chinese Conference on Matrix Theory and Ap-
plications was supported by the Chinese Mathematical Society,
Xiangtang Polytechnic Institute, and Xiangtang Teachers' Col-
lege.

The Fourth Chinese Conference on Matrix Theory and Ap-
plications will be held in Kunming, Yunnan hovince, China, in
2000.

FrornWtortghr: Rob Crolgen, Horm Borl, Hodl Khoroghonl, Jon Oknirskl, Shoun Follot, Jennlfer Seberry,Jomes MuldowrFy,
pe'ter to*ncoster, Toblos Krohn, Dick Phon, Pouline von den Drlessch€, Ponos Psorrokos, Stephen Boyd, Poul Eirdlng,

Sieve Klrkktnd, MichoelTsotsonnros, Kolhryn Wood, Dole Olesky, John Drew, Kelly Clroo, Bruce li\trotson, Rootysdlov Hryntv,
Jefi Heo, Wol-Sun Cheung, Doug Forenlck, Rod Edwords, ond Chun'Huo Grc'

WCLAM'98, Unlwdty of Victorio: July 30-31, 1998. (Phofo: Dovid Leemlng.)
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Ihlrd Chln6€ Confe€nc-e on tvlofih Tlreory oncl Apdlcollons, 4rong Jkr Jie, Hunon, Chlno: Auglust 8-t 3, 1998.

lPatricin I am"e,s Eb erfein: 1 I 23 -7 9 9 I
Fatricia James Eberlein, professor ernerita and former chair of the Department of
Computer Science at the University at Brffalo New Yorh died in her Btffalo
home on August I l, 1998, from lung can@r. She was 75 years old.

Pat Eberlein was one of the first faculty members, and the only wornan, hir€d
when the deparsnent was formed in 1967. She served as chair of the dcpartment
from l98l$4 ard was acting chair from lgTl:72, the only woman to hold those
positions in the deparrnenr While she was chair, Eberlein significanfly ircreased
the amount of sophisticated oomputer equipment in the department propelling it
- and the univenity - into the technological forefront Before coming to Btf-
falo, she was a mathematician at the Institute for Advanced Study in Prin@ton,
where she worked on the "Eectronic Computcr Pnoject" that led to the develop'
ment of one of the first comput€rs ever constructd. Eberlein also was an assistant
professor at the University at Rochester and Associate Direcor of its Computing
Crnrcr. Her rpsearch intercsts focused on algorithms for linear algebra parallel al-
gorithms for numerical computations and oombinatorial and gmph algorithms.

Descdbed by a mlleague as "the most fascinating penpn I've ever met " Fat did
not limit herself to the academic world She had a stint as a fashion model ad pi-
lotod airplanes to military bases from their manufacturing plants during World

War II. She also lived for a time on an Indian rcseruation Eberlein often spoke on panels about the ne€d to attract more
women to study mathematics and computer science. She held visiting professorships at Oxford and Cornell and was a visit-
ing senior scientist at the Argonne National Labolalory. A member of numerous professional societies, she was active in
the Association for Computing Machinery, the American Mathematical Society, the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, and the Association for Women in Mattrematics. A graduate of the University of Chicago, she earned
mastet's and doctoral degrees from Michigan State University.

Pat Eberlein is survived by seven children, t3 grandchildren and one great-grandctrild. Fat was the widow of William
Eberlein, who was a member of the mathematics faculty at the University of Rochester. [Many thanks go to Joseph
Straightforleading us to the websile www.buffalo.edu/rw€/caqueNerrrs/BberlEinobit.htril and for his permission
to use the obituary published inThe &oway Cwrent, vol. ?2, no. l, Fall 1998, p. 11. -Ed.l



fortfuoming Meetings
Seventh International Workshop on

Matrices and Statistics: in Celebration

of T. W. Anderson's 80th BirthdaY

Fort Lauderdale, Florida: December 1 1- L4, 1998

The Seventh International Workshop on Matrices and Statistics,
in celebration of T. W. Anderson's 80th birthday, will be held
at Nova Southeastern University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, otr
the weekend from Friday, December 11 through Monday, De-

cember L4, 1998. The meeting will begin in the early evening
of the Friday with a reception and end on the Monday with an
excursion and a gounnet dinner; a banquet is planned for the
Saturday evening (December I2). For their support of this 7th
Workshop we are very grateful to the International Linear Alge-

bra Society (ILAS), Nova Southeastern University (NSU), ild

the Statistical Society of Canada (SSC). The International Or-
ganizing Committee for this Workshop comprises R. William
Farebrother (Victori a University of Manchester, England), S imo

Rrntanen (University of Thmpere, Thmpere, Finland), George P.

H. Styan (McGill University, Montr€al,Qu€bec, Canada; chair),

and Hans Joachim Werner (University of Bonn, Bonn, Ger-

*.oy; vice-chair). The Local Organizing Committee at Nova

Southeastern University comprises Naomi D'Alessio, William

D. Hammack, David Simon, and Fudren Zf,tang (chair). ThiS

Workshop is the seventh in a series. The previous six Work-

shops wereheld as follows: (1)Tampere, Finland: August 1990,
(2) Auckland, New Zealand: December L992, (3) Tutu, Esto-

nia: May 1994, (4) Montr€al, Qudbec, Canada: July 1995' (5)

Shrewsbury,England: July 1996, and (6) istanbul, Ttrrkey: Au-

gust 1997. The 8th Workshop witl be held in Tampere, Finlard,

on Friday, August 6 and Sanrrday, August 7 , 1999.

The purpose of this Seventh Workshop, the first to be held

in the united states, is to stimulate research and, in an informal

setting, to foster the interaction of researchers in the interface be-

tween matrix theory and statistics. This Workshop will provide

a forum through which scientists working in the areas of linear

algebra/matrix theory and/or statistics may be better informed

of the latest developments and newest techniques and may ex-

change ideas with researchers ftom several different counEies.

Selected fully-refereed papers from this V/orkshop will be pub-

lished in a Special Issue on Linear Algebra and Statistics of Lin-

eor Algebra ond Its APPlicotions.
The Workshop will include invited and contributed talks.

These talks and the informal workshop atmosphere will guar-

antee an intensive exchange of ideas. we expect special cover-

age of some of the topics that have highlighted Ted Anderson's

research: multivariate statistical analysis and econometrics, ils

well as matrix inequalities.
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As of October 24, 1998, the following persons ile sched-

uled to give talks: Gtilhan Alpargu, Yasuo Amemiya, Theodore
'W. 

Anderson, Natdlia Bebiano, Philip V. Bertrand, James V.

Bondar, Theophilos Cacoullos, N. Rao Chaganty, Xiao-Wen

Chang, Pinyuen Chen, John S. Chipman, Knut Conradsen,

Carles M. Cuadras, James Durbin, Friedhelm Eicker, Richard

William Farebrother, Donniell E. Fishkind, Nancy Flournoy,

Bernard Flury, Jtirgen GroB, Valia Guerra Ones, Steve Halitsky,

Frank J. Hall, Robert E. Hattwig, David A. Harville, Berthold

Heiligers, Erin M. Hodgess, Shane T. Jensen, Andrd Klein,

TOnu Kollo, Ztongshan Li, Erkki Liski, Shuangzhe Liu, Au-

gustyn Markiewtcz,Jorma Kaarlo MerikoSK, Thpio Nummi, Ir-

gram Olkin, Marianna Pensky, Michael D. Perlman, Friedrich

hrkelsheim, Simo hrntanen, C. Radhakrishna Rao, Shayle R.

Searle, Peter Semrl, Bimal Kumar Sinha, Michael A. Stephens,

George P. H. Styan, Gerald E. Subak-Sharpe, Yoshio Tiakane,

Yongge Tlan, Imbi Traat, G}ATrenkler, Michel Van De Velden,

Humberto Vaquera-Huerta, Hele-Liis Viirsalu, Hrishikesh D.

Vinod, Heinrich Voss, Tonghui Wang, Hans Joachim Werner'

Hanro Yanai, Fuztren Atang, and Yijun Zuo.

The Registration fees are: Regular Paflicipants US$75; Stu-

dents/Retired Persons US$35. No refund of the registration fee

will be given after December 1, 1998. All money transfer fees

are at the sender's exPense.

Accommodation, at ve'ry favorable rates ($so per night for

single or double room, plus llvo tur), has been arranged at the

Rolling Hills Hotel &. Golf Resort, which will be the Work-

shop official home. Rolling Hills is the nearest hotel to Nova

Southeastern University (NSU) and it takes about 10 minutes to

walk (with excellent bird spotting) to the NSU Medical School

where the Workshop will be held. Rolling Hills is the offi-

cial hotel and resort of the Miami Dolphins and wits the film

location for the hit comedy "CaddyshacK'. There are many

other hotels and resorts in the Fort Lauderdale area, particu-

larly on the beach, with prices in the $7f$100 range (before

December 2l); these hotels are about 20 minutes drive to the

NSU Medical School. The Rolling Hills Hotel & Golf Resort

is located at 3501 West Rolling Hills Circle, Fort Lauderdale,

Florida 33328,USA; tet. 1-800-327-7735 or (L-954) 475-0400'

FAX (1-305) 474-9967 , salesgroll inghil lsresort . com,

http : / / rollinghillsresort . com.

There are free van services betw@n the Fort Lauderdale In-

rernarional Airport (FLL) and Rolling Hills. Call Rolling Hills:

l-900-327-7735 or (1-954) 475-M00 for pick-up. It costs about

$25 (one-way) by taxi. There is a regular "Super Shuttle" service

berween Miami International Airport (MIA) and Rolling Hills:

this takes about 40 minutes and costs about $28 (one-way); tel'

(1-954) 964-1700.

Details of local as well as central and south Florida attrac-

tions and excursions are available from the Workshop website:

http : / /vtwt. polaris . nova . edu/MST / conf lFWi' /, Whefe
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all available Workshop information is being updated frequently.

Or contact George Styan, Dept. of Mathematics and Statistics,

McGill University, 805 ouest, Sherbrooke Street West, Montr6al,

Qu€bec, CanadaH3A 2K6; styangtvlath.McGill . Ca, FAX (1-

514) 398-3899 or Fuztren Zrang, Math, Science & Technology'

Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies, Nova Southeast-

ern University, 3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

33314-7796, USAI zhangGpolaris . nova. edu, FAX (1-954)

262-3931, tel. 1-800-3384723, ext 83l'1 , ot (1-954)262-8317 .

Special Session on Matrices and Statistics

Regina, Saskatchewan: June 6-19, 1999

Matrix methods in statistics have received some attention in re-

cent years; witness the ongoing series of International Work-

shops on Matrices and Statistics, which has been running
since 1990. The Statistical Society of Canada will hold its
1999 meeting in Regina, and at this annual meeting there
will be a session on Matrices and Statistics which will fea-

ttre eight 3O-minute lectures on a broad spectmm of topics.
The aims of the session are to highlight the interaction be-
tween statistics and matrix theory, and to promote dialogue
between researchers in both areas. For further information
please contaclBjaz Ahmedt atrmed@math. uregina. ca, Doug
Farenick farenick@mattr. uregina . ca, or Steve Kirkland:
kirkland@mattr. uregrina . ca.

Eighth ILAS Conference

Barcelona, Spain: July 19-22, 1999

The eighth of the linear algebra conferences organized by the
International Linear Algebra Society (ILAS) will be held in
Barcelona, Spain, July L9-22, 1999. Contributions in all areas of
linear algebra (core, numerical, computational, systems and con-
trol theory, ...) are welcome. The chair of the organizing com-
mittee is Ferran hterta of Barcelona: puertaGrnal .upc. es.
The co-chair for progritms is Tom Laffey and the co-chair for
local iurangements is M" Isabel Garciaflanas. The other mem-
bers of the organizing committee are: Raphael Bru, LuzDeAlba,
J. M. Gracia, V. Herndndez, Nick Higham, Roger A. Horn, F.
Mateos, Paul Van Dooren, illd Richard A. Brualdi<x officio.

At present, the following speakers have agreed to participate:
Z.Bar, J. Ferrer, D. Hinrichsen, V. Kaashoek, S. Kirkland, C-K.
Li, N. Mackey, E. Marques de 56, K. Mtuot&, V. Ptdk, F. Silva
Leite, A. Urb&ro, and I. Zaballa. The program will include in-
vited talks (50 and 30 minutes) and several minisymposia about
different topics, as well as opporhrnities for contributed talks and
posters. The Conference hoceedings will be published in a spe-
cial issue of Lincar Algebra and rts ApplicationJ. A second an-
nouncement will contain further information about the progrirm,
registration procedures and instnrctions for submissions.
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Eighth International Workshop on

Matrices and Statistics

Tarnpere, Finland: August 6-7 ,1999

The Eighth International Worlshop on Matrices and Statistics
will be held at the University of Tampere, Finland, on Friday,

August 6 and Saturday, August 7, 1999 (stuting with a reception
on the Thursday evening August 5). This Workshop is a Satellite
of the 52nd Session of the International Statistical Instihrte (ISI)

to be held in Helsinki from Ttresday, August 10 througb Wednes-
day, August 18, 1999. The purpose of this Eighth Workshop is to
stimulate research and, in an informal setting, to foster the inter-
action of researchers in the interface betw@n matrix theory and
statistics. The sponsors are: Academy of Finlilld, Finnair - The
Official Carrier of the Workshop, Foundation of the Promotion
of the Actuarial Profession, International Linear Algebra Soci-
ety (ILAS) - support awarded for the ILAS Ircturer, Nokia, and
the Thmpere University Foundation.

The Keynote Speakers will be: T. 'W. Anderson (Stanford
University, USA) and C. Radhalaishna Rao (PennState Univer-
sity, USA). The ILAS Lecturer will be: Gene H. Golub (Stanford
University, USA). The Invited Speakers are: T. Ando (Holcusei
Gakuen University, Sapporo, Japan); Ronald Christensen (Uni-
versity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, USA); Seppo Mustonen
(University of Helsinki, Finland); Alastair J. Scott (University
of Auckland, New kaland); Shayle R. Searle (Cornell Univer-
sity, USA); Bimal K. Sinha (University of Maryland-Baltimore,
USA); and George P. H. Styan (McGill University, Canada).

The International Organizing Committee for this Work-
shop comprises R. William Farebrother (Victoria University of
Manchester, England), Simo hrntanen (University of Thmpere,
Tampere, Finland; chair), George P. H. Styan (McGill Univer-
sity, Montrdal, Qudbec, Canada; vice-chair), and Hans Joachim
Werner (University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany). The Local Orga-
nizing Committe€ at the University of Thmpere comprises Riitta
Jdrvinen, Erkki Liski, Tapio Nummi, and Simo Puntanen (chair).

A Saua Party in Finnish style has been ananged for the Fri-
day evening (August 6), on Viikinsaari Island. This evening will
include a chance to sit for four hours in heat of 800 C - in which
case one loses a lot of sweat, misses the flamed salmon dinner,
an international soccer match, and a pleasant stroll around the
island. The After-Sauna part of the evening is hosted by Pentti
Hietanen, a well-known Finnish singer.

Deadlines: Submission of a preliminary registration form
and a tentative title of a contributed paper: 10 January 1999; Ab-
stract of a contributed paper: l0 April 1999; Early registration :
I June 1999; Registration fee FIM 400 (= ca. US$ S0Fafter
1 June 1999, add FIM 100 (= ca. US$ 20); Full-time students:
FIM 50 (= gx. US$ 10). For further information, contact: The
Worlshop Secretary, Dept. of Mathematics, Statistics & Phi-
losophy, University of Thmpere, PO Box 607 , FIN-33101 Thm-
pere, Finland; FAX +358-3-215-6L57; workshopgg@uta .fi,
http : / /vtwtr. uta. f i /- sjp/workshop9g .htmI.
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the numerical linear algebra community. Applications
include such areas as signal processing, systems and
control theory, statistics, Markov chains, and mathematical biolory. Also
contains papers that are of a theoretical nature but have a possible impact
on applications. Quarterly.
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lmoge Problem Corner

We look fonpard to receiving solutions to Problems 18-1, 19-3, urd 194, which we repeat below; we also present some com-

ments concerning our solutions to hoblem L9-5 in Image 20 (April 1998), pp. 2V3L. We present solutions to Problems 2G1

througb 20{, which appeared in Image 20 (April 1998), p. 32. In addition, we introduce 5 new problems (page 28) and invite

readers to submit solutions, as well as new problems, for publication in Image. Please send all material both in !fI![ code
embedded as text only by e-mail to sryanoMarh. McGill . ca and by regular air mail (nicely-printed copy, please!) to George
p. H. Styan, Editor-in-Chief: Image, Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, McGill University, 805 ouest, rue Sherbrooke Street
West, Monr6al, Qudbec, Canada H3A 2K6, or by FAX to (1-514) 398-3E99.

hoblem 18-1: 5 x 5 Complex HadanardMatrices
Proposed by S. W. DRURY, Mccill University, Montr€al, QuCbec, Cmada.

The Editor has ,wt yet received a solution to this problem - indeed even tlv Proposer has not yet found a solution!

Show that every 5 x 5 maEix U with complex entries uj,* of constant absolute value one that satisfies U*U = 5.[ can be
realized as the matix (rir)i,r where t r is a complex primitive fiflh root of unity by applying some sequence of the following:

1. A rearrangement of the rows,

2. Arcanangement of the columns,

3. Multiplication of a row by a complex number of absolute value one,

4. Multiplication of a column by a complex number of absolute value one.

hroblem 19-3: Characterizations Assodatcd with a Sum and hoduct
Proposett by Rorrnt E. HARTwIG, North Carolfu.a Staft University, Raleigh, Nonh Carotina, U&{, Peren SBunr., Uni-
versity of Ljnbljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia & HeNs Joacnnra WERNER, Universitdt Bonn, Bonn, Gemwry.

The Hitor has so far received onty onc partial solution (in addition to a solution by the Proposers) to this problem-we look
forw ard to rec eiving further so lutions !

1. Characterize square matices A and B satisfying AB = pA * qB, where p and g are given scalars.

2. Moregenerally,characterizelinearoperators AalrdB actingonavectorspace.tsatisfyingABx € Span(.r{c, Bx)fw
every x e X.

hoblem 19.f: Eigenvalues of Positive Semidefinite Matriccs
Proposed by FuznrN ZHANc, Nova Sowheastem University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA.

The proposer has poified out to us tlnt this is a matrix version of a nntroid problem by Charles A. ,4kemann (Univ. oI Cali-
Iornia, Santa Barbara). We lookforward to receiving a nutrix-thcoretic solution to this Problem!

Showthatthereareconstants T € (0, il-0€ € (0, |) sucn that"if A1,...,An arenon-negativedefiniter x rmatrices of
rank one satisfying

l .  A t * . . . * 4 "  - / " a n d

2. trae(A;) < 7 for each r' = l, . . .,f,,

thenthereisasubseto of {1,2,. . . ,n} suchthattheeigenvaluesof /o = DreorL al l l ie intheinterval (e,1- e).
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Problem 19-5: Symmetrized Product Definiteness?
hoposed by INcneM OLKIN, .Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA.

Let A and B be real symmetric matrices. Then prove or disprove:

lmoge; No. 2l

If A and B are both positive definite (non-negative definite) then .AB * BAis positive definite (non-negative definite).

If / and AB + BA are both positive definite (non-negative definite) then B is positive definite (non-negative definite).

In Image 20 (April 199E), pp. 2U31, we published five solutions to this Problem. We recently received the following com-
ments, which we feel are of interest:

Connents on Solutions 19-5.1-19-55 by KenI- E. Gusrnrs oN, University of Colorado, Bouldet Colorado, USA-

I,et A and B be given real symmetric marices. One of the tasks in Problem l9-5 is to prove or disprove that if A and B ne

both positive definite, then AB * 8,4 is positive definite.

About 30 years ago I found the sufficient condition

sinB < cosA,

cf. fl,2,3l (see also [4] -Ed.) For r4 and B real symmetric matrices the relation sin B < cos.r{ becomes

l .

2.

It is easy to check that each of the count€rexamples in solutions 19-5.1 ttfougb 19-5.5 violates the above sufficient condition.

Forexample,forSotution fg-S.i,ri" n = tfi/Zutdcos /=2fS,forSolution lg-s.2,sinB = 3/Sandcos-A = 2tnft,

and similarly for the others.
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Pnoblem 20-1: Eigenvalues
hoposed by BENTTo HsnNANprz-BeRuEto. Il'r/r;crsrdad Nacionat de Mucacidn 4 Distancia- Madrid, Spain.

I,"tft, p andK ben x nrealmatrices,where I'isdragonal andinvertible, K isskew-symmetricandJ? = PK. Provethat:

I . The eigenvalues of .R appear in pairs of oppsite srgn of the form *r/8, where ( is a real number which may be positive'

zero or negative.

2. If the diagonal entries of p ueall posirive or all negative, then the eigenvalues of -R appear in pairs of opposite sign of

the form *r/€, where ( is nonpositive, i.e.. all eigenvalues are zero ff imaginar!.

Solution20-l.1by Roy MATHIAs and Cur-Kwoxc Lt, Coltege of WiltiamandMary,Wliwnsburg,Virginia,USA&

XrNczHI ZHAN, Peking University, Beiiing, China

pa$ I of the problem is only correct if n S 3, and Pafl 2 of the problem is tme in general. To avoid trivial consideration, we

assume n) 2.

Suppose p is real diagonal and K is real skew symmeti c. l-er D be a(possibly complex) diagonal matrix such th at D2 = P .

ThenpK = DzK iffldDKD havethesameeigenvalues. Since X = DKD isskewsymmetric, det(.\/ - X) =

det(t/ - Xt ) 
- det()I1X). Ttrus, the eigenvalues of X occur in *p pairs. Also, since PK is a real manire the eigenvalues

occur in complex conjugate Pairs.
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If n = 2, the two eigenvalues €r and €z satisfy €r = -€z md €r
singular, and hence P K has only two nonzero eigenvalues (1 ild €2.
conclusion.

For n ) 4,Iet P - & e In-+ and K - Kr O 0,r-+, where Pt =

/ 0 1 1

F-  l -1  o  o
\ 1  = [ _ t  

0  0
\ 0  - 1  1
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= €2, anO the conclusion holds. If n = 3, then K is

Using the arguments in the previous case, we get the

- 1, 1) and

One easily checks that t]le nonzero eigenvalues of P K are *f and i€ with € - I + i, which are not of the asserted fonn.

Part2: If P is positive, then we may assume that D is nonnegative. Thus DKD is real skew symmefic, which is orthog-
onally similar to a matrix of the form

Hence PK has eigenvalues of the form *.,f wittr € S 0.

REuanx: One needs only assume P to be a positive semi-definite real symmetric matrix to get the conclusion of Part2. tr

h,oblem 20-2: Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of a Patterned Matrix
hoposed by ErvrII-ro SPEDIcaro, University of Bergamo, Bergann, Italy.

FinclOeeigenvaluesandeigenvectorsofthen x npatternedmatrix A= {a;il = {ll- j l} (i,j = 1,2,...,n). [Forthe
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of .r{ = {qi } = {i - j} (i, j = L,2, . . ., n), see Problem l8-5 antt its Soluuons in Image L9
(Summer/Fall 1997 ), 28-30.1

Solution 2O-2.lby WLLIAM F. TRENcH, Trinity University (Emeritus), SanAntonio, Tems, USA.

It is simpler to solve the eigenvalue problem for A-r . Note that A and A-r have the same eigenvectors, and if a I 0 is an
eigenvalue of ,{-1 then } = 1/c is an eigenvalue of A.

It is straightforward to veriry that

( - : ,  ?)e o ( - : -  ?)o0, ,  -2k

n-r

lf x s, x 1, ..., cn * I satisfy the difference equation

x r - L - 2 ( a * l ) x ,  * o " + r  =  0 ,  l l r  1 n ,

and the bounclary conditions

nnt * on = (n - 1)ro and ntn * 11 = (n - 1)r,+r, Q)

then c = lrt ,, . . . tnf' satisfies A-r t = ar; therefore, o is an eigenvalue of /- I if ancl only if (1) has a nontrivial solution
satisfying (2), in which case o is an a-eigenvector of A-r.

The solutions of (1) are given by

!
2

0

;

0
1m

+ oo
-1  i  0

+ -1 L,
a a a

a a a

; ; ;
0  00
0  00

ooo'f fu
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
a a a a

a a a o

+ -i + ;
o  t  - t  !
v 2 5 2

o o i-f f i

( l )

(3)n r - c 1 ( ' + c z c - '
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where ( is a zero of the reciprocal polynomial

p ( r ) = 2 2 - 2 ( a + 1 ) + 1 .

Since

p(') = Q - 0Q - rl0 = 
"2 

- (C + IIC)z + r,

it follows that if (3) determines an eigenvector of A-r then the corresponding eigenvalue of .A- I is

t  /  1 \a=-r*;((* i l  (4)

Anarbitraryn x n synrmenicTbeplitzmaEix Ahaslnl2l symmetriceigenvectors lrtrr "' r^f'satisfying xn-r*L =

E7, r= l , . . . ,Daf i ln /2 lskew-symmet r ice igenvec torssa t is fy ingon- r i r - -a r t r=L , . . . ,n .  Inseek ingskewsym-

metric eigenvectors we can rewrile (3) as

x r = c ( C " - C " - " + r ) .  ( 5 )

In this case on = -or xnd or.r-1 7 -oot so conditions (2) bo$r reduce to c1 = c0. Theref6e (5) implies that

1 - C " + 1  = C - ( n ,

so (5) defines an eigenvector if and only if 4n - -1, which is equivalent to ( = 
"i(2k]r)rln 

for some integer lc. Therefore,

by choosing c in (5) appropriately we can write the components of an eigenvector determined by ( as

o r  = s i n [ ( n +  I  - 2 r ) ( 2 k + L ) r l 2 n ] ,  r = 1 , 2 , . . . , n .

From (4), the corresponding eigenvalue of A-1 is

a = -!* cos[(2lc + I)r I nl.

By taking /c = 0, ..., L"/21- 1 we obtain In/21 distinct eigenvalues of A-I of this form.

In seeking symmetric eigenvectors we can rewrite (3) as

tr -- c ((" + e"-"*t; . (6)

In tbis case tn = tr flnd c,...1 = o0, so conditions (2) both reduce to (n * 1)"t - (n - l)ca, and (6) implies that

(n + rx( + r) - (n - 1)(1+ ('+') - o. Q)

The sihration is now more complicated, since it seems impossible to solve this equation explicitly. However, since the recip-

rocal polynomial on the left changes sign on (0, 1), (7) has zeros (s rrrdl lh where 0 < (o < l. By choosing c in (6) suitably'

we can write the components of an eigenvector determined by (o as

o "  = ( [ ' + 1 - 2 r ) 1 2  * q - ( n * L - 2 r ) 1 2 '  ? =  I ' " ' ' f t '

From (4), the corresponding eigenvalue of /-1 is

It is straightforward to show that C = 
"" 

satisfies (7) if

cos(n012)cos(012) - nain(n0f2)sin(d/2) = 0. (8)

Since the tunction on the left changes sign on the intervals ((2k +l)rf n,(2k +3)zrln), k = 0, "', ln/2] - f it follows

that each of these intervals containi a d* satisfying (8). By choosing c appropriately in (6), we can write the components of
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an eigenvector determined by d; as

o r  =  c o s [ ( n +  1  - 2 r ) 0 p / 2 ] 1  r = I , . . . , f l .

The corresponding eigenvalue of .4- 1 is o - - 1. * cos 0t .
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hoblem 20-3: lVhen is {XlX" ( z{} Convex ?
Proposed by G. E. Tnepp & BoHE 'WANc, 

West Virginia (Iniversity, Morgantown, West Vrginia, 1ISA.
For a Hermitian non-negative definite mafix r4 and positive integer n, letC(n,,,{) be ttre following set of Hermitian mafices:

C(n ,A)  =  {X lX  =  X* ,  X^  <  A} .

For what values of n = 1,2,. . . is the set C(a, .t{) convex? Here ( denotes the Lowner marix partial ordering.

Solution 20.3.1 by G. E. Tnepp & Boue IYANG, West Vrginia University, Morgailtown, West Virginia, USA.
When If = L or 2, C(N,A) is convex for all A. When N > 3, C(N, A) need not be convex. The case N=l is obvious. For
N = 2, notice X2 < ,,4 is equivalent to saying

is HSD. Thus averaging the X and Y compound matrices gives the result. For N ) 3, the following two count€r-exarples zuf-
f,ce; weleave ittoreaders tocheckthedetails themselves orseethedetails in thelatexfleathttp: //www. cs .rr.nm. edu/
-trapp/convex. html.
Example 1: For odd.lf ) 3 consider

/ 4 NA-  (  o\

Example 2z For even N > 4 consider

( * r )

& ) , X=( 'fA-( 'r l ) ,  i ld Y-( 2t)
tr

hoblem 20-{: Continuity of Tbansposition?
hoposed by Gorz TRENKLER, Ilniversitdt Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany.

I*t Abe ateal m x n matrix. Find matrices Bii <lepending only on the tlpe of ,,{ such that AT = DF, l!=1*;iAB;i,
wherer{Tisthetransposeofr4. [Ifsuchmatricesexisted,bythecontinuityofadditionandmultiplicationofmatrices,itwould
prove also the continuity of transposing.l

solution 2o4.lby RocER HoRN, university of lJtah, satt latu city, w, usA.

The desired representation is discussed onp.259 in Roger Horn & Charles R. Johnson lTopics in Matrix Anatysis, Cambridge
Univasity Ptess, 19911. The n-by-m matrices B;; have a I in position j, i and all other entries uezero. tr

Solution20'f2byRovMATHIASandcHI-KwoNcLI, ColtegeofWilliamandMary,Willinmsburg,Vrginia,UsA&XrNcznr
ZHAN, Peking University, Beijing, China

Let{El: ,Erz,. . ' ,En^} bethestandardbasisfor nx rnrealmatr ices. Thenwehave B; i  = E; i foral l i , j . lnfact" one
easily checls that

i f  ( i ,  j )  -  ( r ,  r ) ;
otherwise.

E;iEl,E;i = 
{ ft,
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Hence for any m x n matrtx A = D,; ,j ajrEli,

lmoge; No. 2J

= A t

tr

Solutionswere also receivedfrorn ULRICH ELSNER, Tbchnische tlniversitdt ClwmnrtA CfumnitZ Germany; andfromtlw
proposer Gorz TneNKLEn, (Jniversitdt Dormund, DortmunL Germany.

h,oblem 20-5: Matrix Sinilarity
Proposed by FuzurN ZHANc, Nova Southeastem (Iniversity, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 1ISA.
As is well known, if two real maEices are similar over the complex numbers, then they are similar over the real numbss. Show
that this assertion holds for unitary similarity. Precisely, if two real matrices are unitarily similar over the complex numbers,
then show that Oey are orthogonally similar over the real numbers.

Solution 20.5.1 by DTNNIs I. MERINO, Southeastern Louisiatw lJniversity, Hammand, Louisiara, USA.

It is well known that if two real matrices are similar over the complex number field, then they are also similar via a real ma-
trix. We will show that the statement also holds for unitary similarity, that is, if two real mahices are unitarily similar, then
Oey are real orthogonally similar. We will also show that the same is true if the real maEices are complex orthogonally similar.

LEMMA l: Izt U be a symmetric unitary matrit i.e., (JT = (J and U* -_ (J -r . Then U has a symmetrh unitary squore root
tlwt commutes wilh every matrix comnuting with U.

Pwof. SinceU is unitary, it is normal, and hence unitarily diagonalizable. I-et U = V DV*, where I/ is unitary and D =
or /r O ' ' '@ ax I* with all oi 's distinct. Since U is unitary, all its eigenvalues have modulus 1. So we may write each a1 = sie i
forsome0ireal.  Nowlet S =V(hh @.' .@ fuIp)V*,whereD1 - 

" i0i l2.Obviously.gisunitaryand^92 
-f l .7t .eisa

marix commuting with Lr, then D commutes withV* AV.It follows thatV* AV = r4r e) . . .@ Ar, with each ,{ having the
same size as .Ii. It is easy to see that S commutes wittr A. Since [/ is symmeric, IJ = (JT implies thatVTV commutes with
D, so that VTV also commutes with 0rlr O . . .O bxlx.Itfollows tlai S is symmeEic. tr

THEoREM l: lzt A and B be real mafiices of the same size. If A = U BU, for some unitary matrix II , then there exists a
real orthogonalmarixQ suchtlnt A = QBQT.

Prool Since A ud B are real, we have
U B U *  =  A =  A = 0 B U T .

This gives UT U B - BUT U. Now that UT U is symmetric unitary, by the lemma it has a symmetric unitary square root, say
.9, thatcommules witb B. LetQ - Lr.9-1 or U = QS. Then Q is alsounitary. Note that

Q' Q = (u s-\r (u S-r) - s-rtlr u S-r = L

HenceQisorthogonal. Since QT * Q-L - Q* impliesQ = Q,Qisalsoreal. NotethatSandBcommute,^gisunitary,
and Q is real orthogonal. Now,

A= UBU* = ([/S-1)(SB)U. - Q@S)U. = QB6-\*(J* = QBQ* = QBQ"

The following can also be proven using a similu approach. However, we can also use Themem 1.

I E;1 AE;1 = f s,i(Dai;El)E;i = I aiiEij
i , j  i , j  i , j  i , j

D
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Conollany I: I*t A aild B be real matrices of the sane size. If A and B are complex orthogornlly similar, tlwnthey are
also real orthogornlly similar.

Proof. It A and B are complex orthogonally similar, then every word

in two noncommuting variables, is similar to

A- ( l

w(A,A* )  -  W(A ,A ' )

W(B,Br )  =  W(B,B*) .

) ,  B- ( l  l ) ,  and c-

Using Specht's theorem, A and B are unituily similar. Using Theorem l, .A and B are real orthogonally similar.

h,oblen 20{: Non-negative Definiteness and Squale Roots
Proposed by FUZHEN ZHANG, Nova Southeastern University, Fon Laudcrdalc, Florida, USA.

I,ct A > 0, B > C > 0. Prove or disprove
Brl2ABrl2 > 6r lz l6t lz.

here 2 is the L6wner maEix partial ordering.

Solution 20.6.1 by JUncrx GRoB, Afliversitdt Dortmund, Dortmun4 Germatry.

The asserted inequality is disproved by

(3 t)

Solufion 2042 by Rov MATHIAS and Cnt-KwoNc Lr, Colkge of 
'WilliamandMary,Williunsburg,Virginia 

USA &
XINGZHI ZHAN, Xingzhi 7,ha4 Peking University, Beijing, China

Theinequal i t iesA)0andB>C>_0donot imptyBtlzngt lz>gt lzngt l2.Hercisacounter-example.Thke

,=(13), B=(l l) ,and c=(i/ i i t i )

Then one easily checks that B > C >_ 0. Now one can check ttrat gtlz trlrlz I Crl2ACrl2 by direct computation (not-
ing that B and C are their own square roots). Alternatively observe that since r{ is rank one so are the non-zero matrices
gt lz nBt /z Nd Cr /2 AC 1/ 2 . Since they are not multiplies of each other we cannot have Br /2 ABt lz > gr lz Ttgr I z . tr

Solufion 2,0{,3 by Dexxls I. MERINo, Southeastern Lauisiatw University, Hammond, Louisiarn, USA-

The following counter-example disproves the claim. Take

A-( l  ,L) ,  B-
) ,  

a n d
)

Bttz = ( Z 
', 

)

(ti

and cL lz -  ( l

( 2  2
\ 2  2

)

C -

BL/2 ABLIv _ CLlz ACL/2 = (  - le
\  - le

and its determinant is negative (- 1444), so it cannot be positive semidefinite.

-19
57 ) ,
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New Problems

Pmblen 21-1: Square Complex Mahix of Odd Order
Proposed by Luowrc ELSNER, Universitdt Bielefeld, Gernnny.
Let.,4 denote an n x n complex matrix, where n is odd. Show that there exist numbers Fi, i = 1,2 on the unit circle and
nonzero vertors e1, o2 € C" satisfying

AH x1 = paArr,  Ar,  -  l . tzAr.z.

hoblem 2l-2: Thle Diagonal of an Inverse
hoposed by BERESFoRD N. PARLETT, University of Califumia, Berlccley Califumia, USA (via Roy MATHr /is, College of
Willian and Mary, Williansburg, Virginia, USA).
I.et J be an invertible tridiagonal n x n matrix that permits triangular factoriziation in botlr increasing and decreasing order
of rows:

J = L+D+U+ and J -U-D-L-.
(Here the .t's are lower triangular, the [/'s are upper triangular, and the D's ue diagonal.). Show that

(. I - l )* i  -  [ (D1)** + (D-)r* -  Jx*)- ' .

hoblem 21-3: Eigenvalues snd Eigenvectors of l\vo SymTetric Matrices
Proposed by Wu-rnu F. TRencH, Trinity University (Emeritus), San Antonio, Tems, IJSA.
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the n x n symmefiic matrices

,4 = [min(i, j)]ir-, and B = [min(2i - L,2j - l)]i i=, .

h,oblem 21-4: Square Complex Mahix, its Moore-Penmse Inverse and the Liimer Ordering
hoposed by Gorz TneHrLEn, Universitdt Dortmunt Dortmund, Germany.
LetAbeasquarematrixwithcomplexentriesandMoore-Penroseinverse B = A+. Sbowthat AA* < A*Aif andonlyif
B B* < B' B , whf':e < denot€s the Lowner-ordering of matrices. Does this result generalize to operators on a Hilbert space?

hoblem 21-5: Detcminants and C-Inverses
Proposedby SIuo PuNreNEN, Undversdty ofTatnpere, Tampere, Finland Gsoncs P. H. STvAN, McGillUniversity, MontrCal,
Qudbec, Cmada & HlNs JoAcHIM WERNER, Universiry of Bonn, Bonn, Germany.
For a real matrix B,let B- denote an arbitrary g-inverse of B satisfyin g BB- B = B, and let {B- } denote briefly the set
of all g-inverses of B. Now let ,4 € Rox' and X € R'"fr be two given matrices such that .4 is non-negative definite and
symmetric, X'X = /p andR(X) gR(A);hoeR(')denotestherange(columnspace)of (.). Definethemakixtunction
M(') from {,4-} into R'x" according to

M(A-) := In -  XX' + A- XX'A.

l. Does M(A-) dependingeneralonthechoiceof r{- € {r{-}? Andif itisso,characterizetherestrictivecaseof
invariance.

2. Does lM(A-)|, with | . I indicating determinant, depend on the choice of .,4- € {r{- }?

3. Foreach.4- € {,4-},determineexplicirly {M(A-)-} interms of A,X,A-.

Please suburit solutions, as well as new problens, both in trflp( code enbedded as text only by e-mail to styan0Math . McGilI . CA
and by regulr air mail (nicely printed copy, please!) to George P. H. Styan, Editor-in-Chief: Image, Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics,
McGill University, 805 ouest, rue Sherbrooke Sfeet West, Montr6al, Qu€bec, Canada Iil|A 2K6. lVe look forward prticularly to receiving
solutions to Problems l8-1. l9-3 ard l9-4!


